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on the morning of July 17. A number of delegates from the larger
states, al! unnamed in the record like heroes in masks, met ''be-
fore the hour of the Convention/' They believed that the smaller
states were inflexible in their demand for equal representation
in the Senate, That was what the delegates from the smaller
states had said. Some of them were present at this meeting, and
their faces today confirmed their words of yesterday.
The delegates from the larger states talked together. Nobody
had a specific proposal There was no agreement on any general
principle. An equal vote in the Senate was anathema to some,
to others an injustices a mistake, or only an inconvenience. Some
were willing to break off the Convention rather than yield to the
smaller states* demand, but more were by no means sure it worth
opposing further. Several insisted that the larger states, which
meant a majority of the people of the United States, should make
a constitution of their own, recommend it to Congress and any
states that would accept it, and let the ^smaller states go their own
way. Others were inclined to yield to the smaller states and to
concur in some general plan or other. If there was none on which
a large majority could agree, then continue, as lately, with a bare
majority of the states and even now and then with only a minority
of the people represented in the decisions.
The delegates from the smaller states^ listening to this in-
conclusive discussion were gradually reassured. There was no
danger, they perceived,, that their opponents would unite in any
roughshod resistance to equal votes in the Senate. This was
enough for the smaller states. They talked no more of withdraw-
ing from the Convention. From the time of this morning caucus,
this clash of drama without remembered words, they were active
in support of the general plan for the new government which
was to succeed the Confederation without abolishing the states
as entities in one branch of the future legislature.
The Great Compromise, as this settlement is commonly called,
or the Connecticut Compromise, was a federal compromise. The
small states, by giving up their claim to equal representation
in the popular branch of the legislature of the United States, had
given -up their attachment to a mere confederation. The large
states, by giving up their claim to proportional representation in
the Senate, had given up any hopes they may have had for a
consolidated government. The states would now survive as states

